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ABSTRACT
This article describes a study of the defects in the programs students have written as solutions for the programming assignments in a concurrent programming course. I
describe the underlying causes of these defects and the applications in developing teaching, grading and debugging
of this information.
I present the eﬀects of the students’ approaches to constructing and testing programs on their work, how teaching can be and has been improved to support the students
in performing these tasks more eﬀectively and how software tools can be designed to support the development,
testing and debugging of concurrent programs.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

An important ﬁrst step in improving a process is understanding where it fails to produce the desired result and
why. Quantitative information is particularly helpful in
this endeavour, as it allows accurate and easy prioritisation of possible improvements.
Students’ solutions to programming assignments provide
information that can be used to improve several interlinked processes. The purpose of an assignment is typically twofold: to allow students to learn to apply in practice what they have been taught and to evaluate how well
they have learned. The assignment solutions submitted
by students (submissions) can also be used to evaluate,
indirectly, the teaching the students have received. The
submissions can also be used to improve assignments and
assignment grading processes to make them determine the
students’ skills more eﬀectively and accurately.
Information on the defects introduced by programmers
can be used as a starting point for the development of debugging methodology and tools. Studying programming
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assignments in education allows one to get statistically
meaningful data on errors made in a speciﬁc task. By contrast, in professional development contexts, large numbers
of programmers seldom implement the same speciﬁcation.
In this article, I will describe the defects found in students’ programming assignments in a course on concurrent
programming and their causes, to the extent they can be
deduced. I will then present some conclusions that can
be drawn from these data that are relevant to teachers,
assignment developers and graders.

1.1

Related Work

The work described here can be considered to belong to
two diﬀerent areas of research: research on defects in programs and research on students’ problems with programming. The former research ﬁeld aims to improve quality
of software by understanding why programmers err, while
the latter aims at improving the quality of teaching.

1.1.1

Defects in Software

When studying program defects (discrepancies between
the actual program and the correct one, commonly known
as bugs), and the underlying programming errors (mistakes), several approaches can be taken that support different approaches to the overarching goal of improving
software quality.
One approach, used by e.g. Eisenstadt [8] with the goal
of understanding and mitigating diﬃculties in debugging,
is to concentrate on collecting anecdotal data on bugs that
were hard to ﬁx and the debugging process involved. The
conclusions include types of bugs (such as writing outside allocated memory) that are hard to track down and
the methods used by the programmers who tracked them
down (e.g. adding print statements and hand simulation
of execution). Natually, this approach only provides data
on bugs that result in a story the programmer ﬁnds interesting enough to remember and share.
Another approach, such as that used by Ko and Myers
[16] to form an understanding of errors in order to improve
error prevention, detection and correction, is to set up an
experiment that is videotaped and analysed in detail. This
approach can be used to get very detailed information on
error causes, especially if the programmers think aloud,
allowing their reasoning to be examined in detail. However, this requires a lot of time for analysis (40 h for 15
h of observation), making it prohibitively time-consuming
unless one only observes a few students doing a small project. Furthermore, observation of this type is often hard
to do in the natural working environment of the students,
which may aﬀect their behaviour.
Defects can be classiﬁed in a variety of ways, depending
on the relevant aspects. For example, Eisenstadt [8] and
Grandell et al. [11] form categories based on the observed

defects; others (such as Spohrer and Soloway [26]) construct a classiﬁcation based on distinctions they wish to
study, such as whether the defects are caused by misconceptions about programming language constructs. Defects
can be classiﬁed, for example, based on their symptoms
(how and when the defect manifests itself), or on the difference on the syntactic level between the incorrect code
and the intended correct code. In both cases, a variety
of diﬀerent category sets have been formed by diﬀerent
authors.
If suﬃciently detailed information is available on the
underlying errors, defects can be classiﬁed based on the
underlying error. Errors can be classiﬁed, for example, by
the type of cognitive breakdown involved in the error (lack
of knowledge, mistake) (e.g. Ko and Myers [16]) or the part
of the program design that is incorrect (e.g. Spohrer and
Soloway’s goal/plan analysis [26]).
In a software development context, many diﬀerent types
of information related to bugs are useful, resulting in a
multifaceted classiﬁcation scheme such as the IEEE standard classiﬁcation for software anomalies (deviations from
expectations observed in program operation or documentation, including bugs) [15]. In the IEEE classiﬁcation,
bugs are classiﬁed according to a wide range of properties, such as how and when the defect was detected, the
type of the defect and the error underlying it and the impact of the defect. Beizer’s classiﬁcation [3] focuses on the
aspect of the program or development task that was incorrectly developed, such as requirements, data structures
or data processing.
Eisenstadt [8] also classiﬁes by two other aspects that
are interesting from a debugging point of view: why the
bug was hard to track down and how it was tracked down.

1.1.2

Students’ Programming Errors and Misconceptions

Several studies have been made of students’ errors in
programming assignments (e.g. [11, 26]) and misconceptions about algorithms (e.g. [25]). The goal of these studies is usually to improve programming education by developing an understanding of students’ misconceptions and
errors.
The programming assignment studies mentioned above
all use the students’ code as data; either the ﬁnal versions
submitted by the students [11] or every syntactically correct version compiled by the students [26]. This code was
then (mostly manually) analysed for defects.

1.2

Applications

As noted in the introduction, information on the types
of defects in students’ programs can be applied both in
developing teaching and grading and in the development
of debugging tools and methodology.

1.2.1

Teaching and Assignments

The results of an assignment can be used to determine whether students are eﬀectively learning what they
should. In particular, if a large number of students has
problems understanding or applying some relevant knowledge, the teaching of this knowledge should be improved.
If students, on the other hand, produce many defects
unrelated to the subject matter they are being taught, the
assignment may be testing the wrong knowledge and skills.
If the defects can be traced to misconceptions about the
assignment or the artiﬁcial environment in which it is done
(if it exists), the students may be distracted from learning
relevant matters by diﬃculties speciﬁc to the assignment.
Penalising students for defects that are arguably caused

by a badly-designed assignment rather than any problem
the student may have is hardly just, so it is important to
recognise or eliminate these defects.

1.2.2

Code Reviews and Manual Assessment

An experienced code reviewer can quickly spot common
defects in the programs he reviews, as he knows what to
look for. This applies even more strongly to a grader who
reads many similar programs. Information on common
defects can therefore be very useful to new graders in a
course as a substitute for actual experience (both general and assignment-speciﬁc). Information on the errors
underlying a defect can be used to guess the error made
even in the absence of explanatory reports or comments.

1.2.3

Veriﬁcation and Automatic Assessment

One of the simplest and most commonly used ways to
detect defects in a program is to test it and hope that
the defects cause failures (incorrect program behaviour).
However, testing is practically never exhaustive for nontrivial programs [6] and often gives little indication of the
actual location of the defect, leaving the actual debugging (ﬁnding and correcting the defect) to be done essentially manually, with the aid of tools that help examine
program execution and detect common errors [23]. Exhaustive model checking is often applied to concurrent
programs, but this requires that the entire system be modelled within the veriﬁer and large amounts of memory and
processing time.
Programming assignments are assessed automatically in
systems such as BOSS [22] or CourseMarker (formerly
CourseMaster) [13] by executing tests on the code to be
assessed and assigning a grade based on the number of
tests that passed [1]. With larger programming assignments, this technique is usually used as a supplement
to manual assessment instead of a substitute [1]. Testing does not work as well with concurrent programs, as
the relative timing of the execution of diﬀerent operations
can have a critical eﬀect on both the desired and the actual behaviour of the program. For this reason, manual
assessment (using tests and/or model checking to check
functionality) or requiring students to apply model checking to their own designs before implementation (e.g. [5])
seems to be favoured for assessing “real-life” concurrent
programs. However, automatic assessment has been used
for small and clearly delimited concurrent programming
assignments such as solving the reader-writer problem or
the producer-consumer problem in the SYPROS [12] intelligent tutoring system. SYPROS goes beyond mere assessment to providing detailed feedback tailored to each
student while he tries to solve the assignment.
One of the problems with automatic assessment is that
it is hard to design tests that detect all common errors
and distinguish between diﬀerent types of error without
empirical data on real students’ errors. This research into
error types and frequencies in concurrent programming
assignments is intended to mitigate this problem.

1.2.4

Testing and Debugging Tools and Methods

Current debuggers do not appear to fully make use of
potentially useful visualisation and interaction techniques;
most have very limited visualisations and many provide
only a graphical replacement for the traditional textual
user interface. A lot of visualisation research has been
done that involves exploring new visualisation techniques
based on what the researchers feel would be useful or ﬁlling
a niche in a taxonomy rather than studies of the requirements of programmers (see e.g. [14]). Most debuggers can

only show the current state of the program, even though
the cause of a program malfunction usually lies in the past.
Concurrency also makes debugging harder, as concurrent
processes often interact in unexpected ways. These problems combine to make it hard, even with a debugger, to
ﬁnd bugs. Only a few debuggers (e.g. RetroVue [7]) are
speciﬁcally designed to aid in debugging concurrent programs, and they do not seem to be widespread.
Having quantitative data on programming errors would
provide a background against which debugging methods
and tools could be developed that address common realworld problems [21]. One foreseeable problem with using data from university programming assignments is that
the data do not reﬂect the skills of professional programmers. This can be mitigated by using advanced university
courses.

2.

SETTING

This study is centred around the Concurrent Programming course at Helsinki University of Technology1 in Autumns 2005 to 2008. The goal of this course is to teach
students the principles of concurrent programming: synchronisation and communication mechanisms, concurrent
and distributed algorithms and concurrent and distributed
systems. Most students major in Computer Science or a
related subject such as Mobile Computing and have completed a Bachelor’s degree or a roughly equivalent part of
a Master’s degree.
This paper describes a study of the defects in the programs students wrote in the three mandatory programming assignments2 of the Concurrent Programming course
at Helsinki University of Technology during the autumns
of 2005, 2007 and 2008. Due to diﬀerences in grading,
the autumn 2006 instance of the course has been left out.
All of the assignments were to be done in Java. Students
could choose to do the assignments alone or in pairs; in
both cases, the grading was the same. In 2005, students
were allowed to retry the assignment several times. This
was reduced to one resubmission in 2006. Resubmission
was eliminated completely in 2008; the grading was made
less severe and a test package provided to students to compensate.
Students were required to submit both the actual program source code and a brief report outlining how their
solution works with an emphasis on concurrency.
As the students were required to submit their solutions
through a WWW form that compiled their code, all the
submissions were valid Java programs. The last submission by a student or pair of students before the deadline
was assessed. Only submissions done before the initial
deadline have been examined in this research; late submissions and resubmissions after receiving a failing grade
have been left out.

2.1

Trains

In the ﬁrst assignment (Trains), the students are given
a simulated train track with two trains and two stations.
The students’ task is to write code that drives these trains
from one station to another by receiving sensor events and
setting the speed of the trains and the direction of the
switches on the track.

2.2
1

Reactor

Since 1 January 2010, this is the Aalto University School
of Science and Technology.
2
For details, see the course web sites at:
http://www.cs.hut.fi/~jlonnber/T-106.5600.html

The second assignment (Reactor ) is about the Reactor
design pattern [24]. The students’ task is to, using the
synchronisation primitives built into the Java language,
implement a dispatcher and demultiplexer that can read
several handles that have blocking read operations at the
same time and sequentially dispatch the events read from
these handles to event handlers. The students then implement a simple networked Hangman game that uses this
Reactor pattern implementation.

2.3

Tuple Space

In the third assignment (Tuple space), the student implements a simple tuple space [9] containing only blocking
get and put operations on tuples implemented as String
arrays. They are to do this using Java synchronisation
primitives and use this tuple space implementation to construct the message passing part of a distributed chat server.

3.

METHODOLOGY

The process applied here consists of three separate phases:
data collection, defect detection and defect classiﬁcation.
They are described in this section.

3.1

Data Collection

The obvious source of information on defects in students’ programs is the programs themselves. Furthermore,
since students’ programming assignments are graded by
checking them for defects, the grading process already incorporates much of the necessary defect detection work.
Initial experiments with Java PathFinder [28] in which
the model checker failed to complete veriﬁcation even of
simpliﬁed versions of the programming assignments described here, encouraged the use of testing to support our
grading. Hence, the choice was made to assess the programs manually, essentially by reading the code and the
students’ explanations of it and checking whether it is correct. Testing was used to ﬁnd situations that the programs
did not behave correctly in.
This work was done primarily by hand by myself and
assistants working according to speciﬁcations I provided
and whose work I checked and, as needed, assisted with.
This classiﬁcation is explained further in Subsection 3.2.

3.2

Defect Classiﬁcation

In order to serve the requirements of both teaching and
tool development, I have classiﬁed the defects found in
the students’ programs using two separate classiﬁcations.
One classiﬁcation is by the underlying error (to the extent
it can be determined), which helps determine what understanding or skill is lacking in the student who introduced
the defect. In the other classiﬁcation, defects are divided
based on whether the program failures they cause occur
deterministically.
Note that apparently non-functional requirements (such
as using a mechanism that is not available) can be classiﬁed in this way by considering the execution of a call
to a forbidden feature as a failure or by considering the
operation to behave incorrectly. Since such requirements
are typically based on a notional execution environment,
it is natural to use the failure induced by this type of error
in such an environment for classiﬁcation purposes. This
also makes this classiﬁcation by failure consistent when
the limitations of a notional environment are artiﬁcially
introduced in the real environment, as in our Concurrent
Programming course.
Defects and failures are deﬁned here with respect to
the written assignment speciﬁcation, as interpreted by the
person assessing the assignment.

3.2.1

Classifying Defects by Error

Errors can be classiﬁed by the task the programmer was
performing when he made the error. This allows one to
easily determine the knowledge and skills involved and
provide feedback to the student to help him or her understand his or her error.
Inadequate testing can be considered a separate problem as it does not introduce defects into the code, although
it (by deﬁnition) may prevent defects from being found.
I initially formed this classiﬁcation by grouping together
defects based on similarities in how they deviate from the
corresponding correct solution; this is conceptually similar to the goal/plan analysis of Spohrer and Soloway [26].
However, instead of constructing a full goal/plan tree for
each program (which was found to be very time-consuming
due to the size of the programs involved and not very
useful), only the incorrect parts of the program are considered. Defects are classiﬁed by the incorrect or missing subgoal or subplan in the most speciﬁc correct goal
or plan (assuming top-down development, this means the
students’ errors are assumed to be made as late as is plausible in the development process). Most defects can be
explained this way as errors in a speciﬁc plan or goal.
Similarly, goals are considered equivalent if a plan that
achieves them both is known. Plans are diﬀerentiated by
their subgoals. While this greatly decreases the amount of
diﬀerent errors, this occasionally results in two otherwise
correct plans interfering with each other; these errors are
handled separately, as are cases where the students’ plans
cannot be determined. With some minor reﬁnements and
additional defect classes, this classiﬁcation was used as a
basis for assessment in 2007 and 2008.
Previously, I performed the analysis of defects [17] using only the students’ programs and reports as data and
constructed a classiﬁcation schema based on the assessment criteria of the Concurrent Programming course at
the time and on defect classiﬁcations found in the literature, especially the classiﬁcation of Eisenstadt [8]. The top
level of classiﬁcation in that analysis was a division into:
Concurrency errors Misconceptions or design errors related to concurrency
General programming errors Misconceptions or errors
related to the programming language or non-concurrent
algorithms
Environment errors Errors related to the environment
in which the assignment was performed
Goal misunderstandings Misunderstandings of the requirements of the assignment
Slips Slips or other careless errors
One problem with this classiﬁcation was that only a
small amount of the students’ errors could be unambiguously placed in one of the above categories; only 23 %,
45 % and 34 % for the respective assignments. This was
because asking students to explain the reasoning behind
their entire solution in a written report did not give enough
information to reconstruct their errors. Another reason
was that some errors can ﬁt into many classes.
Because of this, a phenomenographic analysis was done [19,
20] to provide an understanding of how students understand concurrent programming in order to analyse their
defects meaningfully. The resulting phenomenographic
outcome spaces led to some changes to the classiﬁcation.
While it would be possible to distinguish between errors

made in designing the solution and implementing it, students did not consistently make this distinction [20, Table
3]. For this reason, it is hard in some cases and not very
useful to make this distinction. The distinction between
concurrency and general programming errors is similarly
ignored. One reason is that, in a concurrent programming
assignment, most programming errors are in some way related to concurrency; the question of where to draw the
line has no clear answer. Another reason is that the phenomenographic study did not show that students make
this distinction. Some did, however, show an awareness
of the diﬀerence between deterministic and nondeterministic errors [20, Table 4]. Understanding the requirements
of the assignment can be seen as a source of diﬃculties
that is great enough to structure one’s work around [20,
Table 3]. Alternative understandings of the goal of an assignment, which lead to understanding the requirements
diﬀerently, exist [20, Tables 1 and 2].
The distinction between the programming and the assignment environments is made in order to determine which
errors are irrelevant in assessing the students’ concurrent
programming knowledge and skill and could be reduced
or eliminated by changing the assignment.
Requirement-related error A programmer can fail to
understand part of a speciﬁcation correctly or fail to
take it into account properly when designing or implementing his solution. Some understandings of the
goals of a programming task (e.g. seeing a passing
grade as the goal of a programming assignment) can
lead to this. Pointing out the requirement and a failure in which it is violated should be enough to explain this type of error to the programmer. Communicating requirements as tests with a clear pass/fail
indication can help programmers detect these. Eliminating this type of error should be a priority when
designing programming assignments.
Programming environment-related error Some misconceptions of the goals of a programming task that
relate to the target environment, such as considering
unbounded memory usage to not be a problem, can
result in this type of errors. Alternatively, there may
be something about the language, API or other aspects of the execution environment the programmer
has not understood, in which case explaining the relevant aspect (e.g. by referencing a speciﬁcation) may
help. Finding problems in students’ knowledge of a
programming environment in general can be helpful
to them, but secondary in many advanced courses
to the actual topic of the course, such as concurrent
programming.
Assignment environment-related error Misconceptions
about the framework provided for a programming assignment can also result in errors. These are distinguished from errors in the previous category in that
they relate to systems that are only used in this particular programming assignment. Therefore, these
errors, like the requirement-related errors above, can
be seen as indications of the assignment being confusing instead of lack of any understanding or skill
relevant to concurrent programming in general. This
type of error is avoided if no framework is provided
(as in the Reactor assignment); large amounts of this
error suggest that the framework is confusing and
should be simpliﬁed.
Incorrect algorithm or implementation Programmers
may introduce errors when creating or implementing

an algorithm. These errors vary from creating an algorithm that does not work in all necessary cases to
forgetting to handle a case. Showing a programmer
how his code fails is enough if the error is not due
to insuﬃcient or incorrect knowledge. Since some
students do not make a clear distinction between
creating an algorithm and an implementation, these
errors are grouped together. A programming assignment should allow students to make errors of this
type, as they provide valuable indications of deﬁciencies in the students’ knowledge or skill.
In each assignment, diﬀerent subtypes of the aforementioned errors can be distinguished. They are described
in the following to the extent they merit interest either
by being common, surprising or illustrative of students’
understandings of concurrent programming.

3.2.2

Classifying Defects by Failure

An alternative classiﬁcation is by the type of failure;
this is relevant for testing and debugging. Some students
showed an awareness of this distinction [20, Table 4].
Deterministic failures occur consistently for a given input (or sequence of stimuli in the case of a reactive
program) and are thus easy to reproduce. This allows traditional debugging, based on repeated executions, single-stepping and breakpoints and examining program states, to be used. History-based debugging methods can also be used.

4.1.1

Requirement-related Errors

The train simulator used in the Trains assignment proved
to have some confusing aspects in its original form used
in 2005. Particularly problematic was that the students’
code could easily access information about the simulated
trains that was not supposed to be available. The trains
could also communicate with each other in ways that students were not allowed to use in the assignment, such as
shared variables. This allowed students to avoid much of
the expected semaphore usage. The assignment also required students to implement the required random delay
at stations themselves, which in many cases was replaced
by a ﬁxed delay. These problems were eliminated in the
2006 version of the assignment by redesigning the simulator and its API so that the options available to the
student in the simulation environment matched the requirements.
After this, the most common form of requirement-related
error (accounting for almost all of the requirement-related
errors in 2008) is that at least one train uses the secondary choice for a track or station platform even when the
primary choice is free, ignoring the requirement to use
the upper platform or shorter track where possible. This
requirement exists to prevent statically allocating one alternative to each train, removing the need for choosing
between alternative tracks. However, it is vague, hard to
test for (our test package does not detect it) and overlooked by a few students every year.

4.1.2

Programming Environment-related Errors

In three cases in 2005, students had clear misunderNondeterministic failures are hard to duplicate; a loggingstandings of the Java language or API, such as accidentbased debugging approach is therefore more useful
ally generating negative random numbers or leaving out
than traditional debugging, since the failure only
the break statement at the end of a case of a switch and
needs to occur once while logging is being done.
insisting that the fall-through is a compiler bug. Before
2004, introductory programming was taught at Helsinki
Since the debugging technique must be chosen based
University of Technology using Scheme instead of Java, so
on the symptoms and nondeterministic failures may apsome students may have been unfamiliar with Java.
pear to be deterministic in many tests, it makes sense
to always use techniques appropriate for nondeterministic
failure when debugging concurrent programs.
This classiﬁcation was done by examining the eﬀect of
each defect class on program execution through testing
and reasoning.

4.

RESULTS

In this section, I describe the defects found in the students’ programs in terms of the defect classiﬁcations described in Subsection 3.2. Detailed lists of defects are also
available [18].

4.1

Trains

An interesting aspect of the Trains assignment (described
in Subsection 2.1) is that, since the train simulation combined with the student’s train control code takes no input
from outside, almost all failures are nondeterministic; a
deterministic failure would occur in every possible execution, making it easy to detect. It is therefore not surprising that all the deterministic failures are due to misunderstandings of the requirements. Since the concurrent programming aspect of the assignment is easy in comparison
to the other assignments, it is hardly surprising that most
of the students’ errors are related to the simulator and
what they are supposed to do with it. Figure 1 shows, for
the three yearly instances of the course that I have analysed, the total amount of submitted programs and the
amount of defects found in each class in both the errorand failure-based classiﬁcations.

4.1.3

Assignment Environment-related Errors

The train simulator used in the ﬁrst assignment proved
to pose problems of its own by introducing issues of train
length, speed and timing that cause problems for students unrelated to the learning goals of the assignment
and hence distract the student from the concurrent programming the assignment is about. Some of the rules of
the simulation were also not obvious to the students.
By far the most common type of error here was placing the sensors used to release a track segment too near
a switch, allowing the other train to enter or change the
switch before the ﬁrst has left. This type of error has decreased since 2005, probably because the simulator and its
documentation have been revised for clarity several times.
Other sensor-related issues, ignoring the crossroads at the
top of the track and setting the trains’ speed too low account for the rest of the errors in this category.

4.1.4

Incorrect Algorithm or Implementation

Almost all the solutions were close enough to being correct for speciﬁc problems to be identiﬁable. Most of the
errors were found in the train segment reservation code.
Some solutions consisted of subsolutions that did not combine properly or relied on train events happening in a
speciﬁc order; there is no indication that the students
considered the possibility that the order could be diﬀerent. Others had more localised problems, such as changing
switches at the wrong time or not at all, using the wrong
semaphore or the right semaphore at the wrong time or
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Figure 1: Defects found in Trains assignment
initialising a semaphore to the wrong value; many of these
appear to be implementation slips since a correct solution
is described and similar situations are handled correctly
in the same program. A few unnecessarily complex solutions introduced the possibility of deadlock by ignoring
the possibility of a sequence of semaphore operations being interleaved with operations made by the other train.
Only a few errors were obvious implementation slips,
such as forgetting a break or else, matching sensors incorrectly, parenthesising a logical expression wrong, making
an array one element too small or accidentally duplicating
or commenting out code.

4.2

Reactor

The Reactor design pattern in the second assignment
(see Subsection 2.2) turned out to be hard to understand
for some students; in many cases, the students’ programs
are correct solutions to what they consider to be the problem. Clarifying the intent and structure of the Reactor
pattern was clearly necessary, so I wrote a simpliﬁed explanation of the Reactor pattern for the next year’s course.
The defects found are summarised in Figure 2. The
increase in defects between 2005 and 2007 can be mostly
ascribed to more aspects of the programs being taken into
account in assessment, such as memory use.

4.2.1

Requirement-related Errors

Until students were provided with a test package in
2008, many made changes to the Reactor API or the way
it uses threads to simplify the Reactor or the Hangman
server. These errors account for roughly a third of the
requirement-related errors. Similarly, problems with input
and output formats and the rules of the Hangman game
were common until the test package was introduced.
The most commonly ignored requirement was to ensure
that the Reactor does not buﬀer an arbitrary amount of
data if it cannot handle events quickly enough. In 2005
and 2006, this was not considered a problem, but in 2007
and 2008 it was found to occur in the majority of submitted solutions. This error by itself accounts for more than
three quarters of the requirements issues found in 2008.
The fact that it remained common in 2008 is probably
due to the fact that the test package did not include a
test case for this scenario.
A few of the submitted Reactor implementations in 2005
submitted all events to all event handlers. It was found
that Schmidt’s pseudo-code for the Reactor implementation [24] can also be interpreted this way; for the 2006
course, I wrote a simpler explanation of the Reactor pattern that eliminated this ambiguity. A similar ambiguity

involved the amount of events to dispatch for each call
to handleEvents(). Using busy waiting or polling in the
Reactor or Hangman and failure to terminate properly accounts for the remaining cases.
The sharp decrease in deterministic errors in 2008 is
almost entirely due to failures to comply with the speciﬁed
APIs and I/O formats (about 80 % of the deterministic
errors) being essentially eliminated by the test package.

4.2.2

Programming Environment-related Errors

In 2005, the console I/O required by the Hangman client was by far the most problematic aspect of the programming environment. The client was deemed unnecessary and removed the next year. Several cases of using a
ﬁxed TCP port number when required to use a free one
as shown in the example code have been found.
Four cases in 2005 were due to misconceptions about
Java.

4.2.3

Incorrect Algorithm or Implementation

Many solutions, especially in 2007, failed to correctly
handle events that were left undispatched after handle removal or received after handle removal; again, there is no
indication that these students considered this sequence of
events. Some failed in other ways to correctly remove
handles from use. The increase in 2007 may be, like
the previous error, due to improved assessment guidelines.
Again, the testing package makes this type of error easier
to detect.
Several diﬀerent cases were found of incorrect buﬀer
management algorithms in the Reactor implementation.
In some cases, status variables were set at the wrong time
or not at all. Two circular locking dependencies were
found, which can be seen as two subsolutions conﬂicting.
In some solutions, the defect involved notifying the wrong
thread or at the wrong time; again, with no indication
that such a possibility had been taken into account. In
some case, messages were overwritten or lost, either due to
possible interleavings not being considered or because the
student did not consider it relevant to handle certain situations, such as messages appearing faster than they can
be dispatched or before the main loop is entered. Only
a few cases of using collections or variables without the
necessary synchronisation were, however, found, mostly
involving a ﬂag variable or the list of active handlers not
being protected by a synchronized block with no explanation given.
A few obvious implementation slips were found, such
as having the Hangman server and client connected to
diﬀerent ports, starting the same thread twice, declaring
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Figure 2: Defects found in Reactor assignment
an array that was one element too small and using a stack
instead of a queue.

4.3

Tuple Space

In the tuple space assignment (described in Subsection 2.3),
the requirements of the assignment were once again problematic in the 2005 original. However, many of the defects found were clear indications of careless or unskilled
concurrent programming. By this time, the Java programming environment was apparently familiar to the students,
as no clear misunderstandings of the programming environment were found. The defects found are summarised in
Figure 3.

4.3.1

Requirement-related Errors

As in the ﬁrst assignment, about half of the requirementrelated errors in 2005 were due to the requirement to pretend that the chat system was running in a distributed environment. Making the corresponding error in later years
and causing failures in the distributed context was much
less common. There were fewer problems with the division between tuple space and chat system than between
Reactor and Hangman. Polling occurred in a few cases in
either the chat system or tuple space.
The most commonly ignored requirement of the chat
system’s functionality was that messages stay in order.
As an example of the variety of other errors of this type,
a few students in 2005 and 2007 allowed their chat system to combine messages stored in the log for delivery to
new listeners into one message that looked the same to
the user of the provided GUI, arguing that they could ignore the speciﬁcation as long as the user experience is the
same. Yet again, the test package seems to help students
understand they have a problem.
The semantics of the tuple space also caused problems.
Most of these errors involved limiting the tuples in some
way, such as considering the ﬁrst element in a tuple to be
a String used as a key as in the textbook. Some solutions
changed the blocking, matching or copying semantics of
the get operation. One error of note of this type (which
the test package did not detect) is storing references to
tuples in the tuple space rather than copying their contents, which only 2 students in 2007 did, but 10 in 2008.
This suggests that students rely on the test package to
detect errors in conforming to requirements such as these.
Again, most of the decrease in deterministic errors in
2008 can be attributed to the test package helping students understand they have misinterpreted the speciﬁcation (more than two thirds of the deterministic errors in
2005 and 2007).

4.3.2

Assignment Environment-related Errors

The GUI provided to the students to make the requirements easier to understand sends messages when listeners leave (and, in 2005, when they join) a channel; this
caused some students to require this behaviour for their
implementation to work.

4.3.3

Incorrect Algorithm or Implementation

The tuple space proved to be unproblematic to implement. Only a few cases of critical sections having the
wrong extent and notify() being used instead of notifyAll() were found. More common was for the tuple
space to match patterns against tuples incorrectly. A few
solutions also corrupted their own data structures while
executing, for various reasons including implementation
slips, understanding returning an object to mean returning its contents and using library classes incorrectly.
Cleaning up after a handle is removed for use appears to
often have problems, as does ensuring memory use stays
within reasonable limits. Similarly, getting rid of unused
tuples is a diﬃcult area, accounting for roughly a third of
the errors in this category. In some cases (especially those
where no cleaning up is done at all), this could be because
cleanup is not considered by the student to be relevant to
the assignment (i.e. the intended execution environment is
not understood to have limited memory). However, most
of the reports of students with this error suggest an awareness of memory limitations and a choice to use a simple
algorithm that wastes memory rather than a complex one
that conserves it, suggesting this is a compromise to save
time and/or decrease chances of a programming error.
Initialisation proved to be surprisingly problematic, especially, interestingly enough, the ChatServer constructor
for connecting to an existing chat system, which often did
not replace all the tuples it got. This invariably causes
the system to grind to a halt when the third server node
is connected. Outside this method, forgetting to replace
tuples was uncommon.
The buﬀer of messages that the chat system has to maintain for each channel proved to be problematic, with failure to handle a full buﬀer or simultaneous writes, insufﬁcient locking of the buﬀer or related sequence numbers
and indices being common in 2005 and 2007. The test
package may account for the decrease in 2008. Circular
locking dependencies, on the other hand, became much
more common in 2008, typically in the form of the locking for diﬀerent operations, such as writing messages and
closing listeners, interfering with each other.

5.

DISCUSSION
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Figure 3: Defects found in Tuple space assignment

This study suggests several areas in which students have
problematic understandings that lead to incorrect concurrent programs. These problematic understandings are related both to assignment goals and to the concurrent programming concepts or development practices that are being taught.
The quantitative results appear to show dramatic decreases in certain types of defect in the students’ programs as the intended result of certain changes to the
assignments. In particular, providing tests helps students
notice their problems with understanding assignment requirements. It is possible that other changes to the course
(for example, changes to the resubmission policy) or the
participating students (for example, the course no longer
being mandatory except for international master’s students) may also have aﬀected the results.

5.1

Understanding Program Execution

The large amount of defects found in students’ programs
that cause failures nondeterministically is not surprising,
since these defects are both hard to ﬁnd and correct. Testing software that helps make these defects manifest will
help students ﬁnd such defects by themselves. The results
of the Reactor assignment seem to bear this out. However, no such dramatic improvement can be seen in the
Tuple space assignment. One plausible reason for this is
that the students were not capable of debugging their programs despite knowing that they contain bugs. Reasons
cited by students include not understanding the tests and
being unsure whether the tests timed out due to deadlocks
or their code being too slow. The latter can be mitigated by providing debugging tools that can clearly show
pending and previous operations on semaphores, monitors
and tuple spaces, allowing students to determine what the
exact failure is.
Many students introduce defects in their programs that
appear to be caused by misunderstanding or reasoning
incorrectly about concurrent program execution. In particular, many diﬃcult concurrency bugs the students introduce appear to stem from two diﬀerent parts of their
programs interacting badly. Students should either be encouraged to consider their program as a whole or design it
in such a way that interaction between parts is minimised.
Another common source of bugs is that some possible orderings of events have not been taken into account. It may
be helpful to increase the emphasis on designing programs
to avoid unexpected interactions between processes. In
both cases, the bugs can also be found, naturally, during
veriﬁcation.

Part of the problem is that the runtime behaviour of a
concurrent program, a necessary part of the programmer’s
perspective, is hard to examine or interpret, preventing
students from eﬀectively understanding what their program does and reasoning in terms of the relevant concurrency model. Another possible problem is that the models of concurrency used in textbooks such as the one by
Ben-Ari [4] used in the course do not match the concurrency model of e.g. Java [10] in all the relevant aspects.
For example, Java allows compilers and multiprocessor architectures to reorder operations within a thread as long
as all the operations within this thread produce the same
result. This means that other threads may read combinations of values of variables that are impossible in textbook concurrency models. To address this, I suggest a
greater emphasis in teaching concurrent programming on
real-world concurrency models than the aforementioned
textbook models. In order to understand how their programs fail, students should be shown how their programs
really behave so that they can realise that their understanding of concurrency is incomplete and correct it.
I suggest that what students need to eﬀectively understand what their concurrent programs do is a tool to generate execution history visualisations automatically from
a running program that are easy to understand and navigate and provide the information needed by the student
in an easily understandable form. The large amount of
nondeterministically manifesting defects in students’ programs demonstrates a clear need for debugging tools that
do not rely on repeated execution and stepping as is the
traditional approach. Instead, the information needed for
debugging should be captured for post-mortem examination from a failing execution when it occurs.
Giving students tools to study memory allocation would
help them understand how their programs use (or misuse)
memory. In its most basic form, this could involve using a
proﬁler to get information on the maximum memory use of
their program. More detailed visualisations, such as charts
that show memory use over time categorised by where
the memory is allocated, can be used to help students
understand memory use in more detail. Other resource
usage issues, such as use of CPU time or network or disk
capacity, can be addressed using similar visualisations.

5.2

Veriﬁcation

Students have a wide range of approaches to testing.
Some students used completely unplanned, cursory, testing. Some tried to ‘break’ the system, while others covered
a variety of diﬀerent cases. Moreover, some students found
they cannot test their program adequately by themselves

and need help from another person or tool, that testing
in itself is not suﬃcient or that you have to prove your
program correct by hand. [20, Table 4]
The students’ veriﬁcation approaches could be improved
by providing testing tools to generate scenarios that are
hard to discover using normal testing procedures and more
explicit and detailed guidance on how to apply diﬀerent
veriﬁcation techniques in practice. The assignment itself
could be changed to encourage students to learn and apply diﬀerent veriﬁcation techniques by explicitly requiring
models, as done by Brabrand [5], or by requiring students
to create suitable tests, e.g. using test-driven development.
Adapting programs to a model that can be checked using a model checker is often hard and error-prone work.
This makes this approach especially impractical for students to use in an assignment unless the modelling of
their solution is in itself a goal of the assignment as in
Brabrand’s course above or the assignment is carefully designed to facilitate eﬃcient model checking.
An alternative approach to ﬁnding concurrency bugs is
to increase the chance of interleavings that lead to failure.
Stress testing is a well-known approach, and its usefulness
can be further improved by making sure interleavings occur often and in many places. One straightforward and
realistic approach is to distribute the program’s threads
over multiple processors. Another way to do this is to
automatically and randomly change the thread scheduling to make concurrency failures more likely to occur (e.g.
[27]). This is the approach used by the automated testing
system of our concurrent programming course.

5.3

Communicating Goals

Students may have a diﬀerent understanding of what
they are trying to achieve than their teachers. Many of
the students in this study wrote programs that were missing required functionality or implemented this functionality in ways that conﬂicted with requirements or required
additional limitations on the runtime environment. One
reason we found for this was that students had diﬀerent
aims in their assignment, seeing it primarily as something
they have to do to get a grade or as an ideal problem in an
ideal context in which simplifying assumptions apply [20,
Table 1]. The students also considered diﬀerent potential
sources of problems: the hypothetical user of the program
(even when the assignment was speciﬁed in terms of the
input and output of methods, not user requirements), underlying systems that could fail, especially network connections in a distributed system, and the programmer (the
student) as a error-prone human [20, Table 2].
These purposes of the programming task and sources
of failure of the students suggest that many of the errors made by students are misunderstandings of what their
program is supposed to do and what situations it is expected to cope with rather than actual misunderstandings of
concurrent programming itself. It is hard for a student to
discover such problems by himself if all he has to go on is
a speciﬁcation in natural language that is open for several
diﬀerent forms of misinterpretation.
In a course that, like our Concurrent Programming course,
has as its goal to teach students software implementation
techniques with an emphasis on reliability and correctness,
it is desirable to have programming assignments with clear
and speciﬁc goals. One reason is to guide the students
into applying the techniques that they are expected in the
course to learn to apply. Another reason is that it is hard
to say how correct a program is if it is not clear what it
is supposed to do. Hence, requirements should be selfcontained in the sense that they should be unambiguous

and not require speciﬁc knowledge of a (hypothetical) usage context or users. The teachers and students can then
focus on issues more relevant to the learning goals of the
course, such as correctness and eﬃciency. Finally, if the
requirements are speciﬁc enough to be expressed as test
cases or some other form that can be checked automatically, it is much easier to use automation to assist in assessment and in helping students determine whether they are
solving the right problem and whether they are solving
it correctly. All this suggests that teachers should, when
designing programming assignments for implementationoriented courses, make assignment goals more explicit and
concrete. Naturally, in courses that are intended to teach
students to determine user requirements or design systems
to meet user requirements, this approach is not applicable;
there is a clear need for students to be able to cope with
vague or unknown requirements.
One important aspect is that the goals should specify
what the student should achieve rather than how, allowing
students to ﬁnd their own solutions to problems. The
student should be able to see his program clearly fail to
work correctly rather than be told afterwards that he did
something the wrong way or failed to take a usage scenario
into account.
Two diﬀerent types of measures have been taken on our
Concurrent Programming course to address these issues.
One was to change the environments in which several of
the assignments were done to make limitations more concrete, such as actually making the Trains and Tuple space
assignments function as distributed systems (in the form
of separate processes) rather than as threads within one
virtual machine. The other major change was made after
several students each year requested that they be given access to the package of tests for the assignments used by the
course staﬀ to support assessment. Giving the students a
test package that clearly states whether their solution fulﬁls the speciﬁcation’s demands appears to have decreased
the amount of errors even in assignments where students
had easy acccess to tests, such as Trains. Naturally, giving students pre-written tests can easily eliminate their
motivation for designing their own test cases. Introducing
a test package is similar to introducing automatic assessment and allowing students to resubmit each assignment
many times. Even when unlimited access to automatic assessment has been given, it seem that only a small minority of students make use of repeated reassessment rather
than trying to correct their mistakes independently [2].

6.

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of defects found in students’ concurrent
programs described in this paper shows that students often have diﬃculties understanding requirements and taking them into account and in noticing defects that lead to
nondeterministic failures. It seems that both issues can be
addressed by providing students with test packages that
show them how their programs fails to meet requirements.
Nondeterministic execution is also diﬃcult for students
and debugging tools based on capturing and visualising
execution histories can help address this.
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